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Andrew Lamperski and John C. Doyle
Abstract—This paper gives a new solution to the output feedback
H2 problem for quadratically invariant communication delay patterns.
A characterization of all stabilizing controllers satisfying the delay
constraints is given and the decentralized H2 problem is cast as a convex
model matching problem. The main result shows that the model matching
problem can be reduced to a finite-dimensional quadratic program. A
recursive state-space method for computing the optimal controller based
on vectorization is given.
Index Terms—Decentralized Control; Optimal Control; Quadratic
Invariance
I. INTRODUCTION
In decentralized control problems with delays, inputs to a dynamic
system are chosen by multiple controllers that pass their local
measurements over a communication network with delays. As a
result, some controllers will have access to measurements before
others. This paper provides a new solution to the H2 optimal control
problem, subject to quadratically invariant delay constraints, based
on the Youla parametrization and vectorization.
A. Contributions
This paper solves the decentralizedH2 problem for a class of delay
patterns arising from strongly-connected communication networks.
The delay constraints are assumed to be quadratically invariant,
which implies that the optimal control problem is convex. The main
contribution of the paper is a reformulation of the decentralized H2
problem for such delay patterns as a finite-dimensional quadratic
program. This quadratic program, in turn, can be solved as a finite-
horizon linear quadratic regulator problem.
To derive the quadratic program, a Youla parametrization frame-
work developed for sparsity problems, [1], is adapted to communica-
tion delay patterns. The parametrization is then used to characterize
all stabilizing controllers that satisfy a given delay pattern. It is
then shown that for a doubly-coprime factorization based on the
centralized LQG controller, the corresponding model matching prob-
lem reduces to a quadratic program. Finally, the quadratic program
is cast as a finite-horizon linear quadratic regulator problem using
vectorization.
B. Related Work
This paper focuses on the H2 problem subject to a general class of
quadratically invariant delay constraints. Existing approaches to this
problem are based on vectorization [2] and linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs) [3], [4]. In those works, the decentralized problems are
reduced to centralized control problems with state dimensions that
grow with the size of the delay. This paper, on the other hand, shows
that the solution can be computed in terms of the classical centralized
solution and a quadratic program. This quadratic program, in turn,
may be interpreted as a finite-horizon control problem with fixed
dimension but horizon growing the with the size of the delay.
For specific delay patterns, dynamic programming techniques
exist to solve output feedback decentralized LQG problems [5]–
[8]. These delay patterns all satisfy the condition known as partial
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nestedness [9], which is closely related to quadratic invariance [10],
and guarantees that the optimal policies are linear functions of the
measurements. For more general partially nested delay constraints,
dynamic programming methods for linear quadratic state feedback
are known, [11], [12]. New results have identified sufficient statistics
for dynamic programming in decentralized problems, without partial-
nestedness assumptions, [13], [14], but they do not provide solutions
to the corresponding LQG problems.
This paper uses an operator theoretic approach to solve decentral-
ized H2 problems with delays. It is an extension of [15], which uses
spectral factorization to derive a similar quadratic program. Many
of the calculations are modified from spectral factorization methods
for sparsity constraints such as [16]–[18]. Another operator theoretic
approach, based on loop-shifting [19], has also been developed for
special quadratically invariant delay patterns [20].
C. Overview
The paper is structured as follows. Section II defines the general
problem studied in this paper, the decentralized H2 problem with a
strongly-connected delay pattern. Section III gives a parametrization
of all stabilizing controllers that satisfy a given delay pattern, and
presents the corresponding model matching problem. In Section IV,
the decentralized H2 problem is reduced to a quadratic program, and
this program is solved by vectorization. Numerical results are given
in Section V and finally, conclusions are given in VI.
II. PROBLEM
This section introduces the basic notation and the control prob-
lem of interest. Subsection II-C describes how delayed information
sharing patterns can be cast in the framework of this paper.
A. Preliminaries
Let D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} be the unit disc of complex numbers
and let D be its closure. Let H2 and H∞ denote the Hardy spaces
of matrix-valued functions that are analytic on (C ∪ {∞}) \ D.
Let Rp denote the space of proper real rational transfer matrices.
Furthermore, denote Rp ∩ H2 and Rp ∩ H∞ by RH2 and RH∞,
respectively. Note that RH2 = RH∞, since both correspond to
transfer matrices with no poles outside of D.
A function G(z) ∈ H2 has a power series expansion given by
G(z) =
∑∞
i=0
1
zi
Gi. Furthermore, H2 is a Hilbert space with inner
product defined by
〈G,H〉 = lim
r↓1
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
Tr
(
G
(
rejθ
)
H
(
rejθ
)∼)
dθ
=
∞∑
i=0
Tr (GiH
∗
i ) ,
where the second equality follows from Parseval’s identity.
Define the conjugate of G by G(z)∼ =
∑∞
i=0 z
iG∗i . For G =[
A B
C D
]
∈ Rp , the conjugate is given by
(
C(zI −A)−1B +D)∼ = BT(1
z
I −AT
)−1
CT +DT.
If M is a subspace of H2, denote the orthogonal projection onto
M by PM.
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Fig. 1. The basic feedback loop.
B. Formulation
This subsection introduces the generic problem of interest. Let G
be a discrete-time plant given by
G =
 A B1 B2C1 0 D12
C2 D21 0
 = [G11 G12
G21 G22
]
,
with inputs of dimension p1, p2 and outputs of dimension q1, q2. Let
K be a feedback controller connected to G as in Figure 1.
For the existence of solutions of the appropriate Riccati equations,
as well as simplicity of formulas, assume that
• (A,B1, C1) is stabilizable and detectable,
• (A,B2, C2) is stabilizable and detectable,
• DT12
[
C1 D12
]
=
[
0 I
]
,
• D21
[
BT1 D
T
21
]
=
[
0 I
]
.
For N ≥ 1, define the spaces of proper and strictly proper finite
impulse response (FIR) transfer matrices by Xp = ⊕Ni=0 1ziCp2×q2
and X = ⊕Ni=1 1ziCp2×q2 , respectively. Denote the corresponding
spaces of real FIR transfer matrices by RXp = ⊕Ni=0 1ziRp2×q2
and RX = ⊕Ni=1 1ziRp2×q2 . Note that H2 and 1zH2 can thus be
decomposed into orthogonal subspaces as
H2 = Xp ⊕ 1
zN+1
H2 and 1
z
H2 = X ⊕ 1
zN+1
H2. (1)
Let S ⊂ 1
z
Rp be a subspace of the form
S = Y ⊕ 1
zN+1
Rp, where Y =
⊕ 1
zi
Yi, (2)
and Yi ⊂ Rp2×q2 defines a sparsity pattern over matrices. Delay
patterns satisfying the decomposition in (2) will be called strongly
connected, since delay patterns arising from strongly-connected com-
munication networks always have this form. (See subsection II-C.)
The set S is assumed to be quadratically invariant with respect to
G22, which means that for all K ∈ S, KG22K ∈ S. The key property
of quadratic invariance is that K ∈ S if and only if K(I−G22K)−1 ∈
S [2].
The decentralized H2 problem studied in this paper is given by
minK ‖G11 +G12K(I −G22K)−1G21‖2H2
s.t. K ∈ S. (3)
The quadratic invariance assumption guarantees that the corre-
sponding model matching problem is convex [2]. Reduction to model
matching is discussed in Section III-B.
The decomposition of S in (2) is crucial for the results of this paper.
The property that 1
zN+1
Rp ⊂ S implies that every measurement is
available to all controller subsystems within N time steps. Concrete
examples of delay patterns of this form are described in the next
subsection.
For technical simplicity, controllers in this paper are assumed to
be strictly proper (that is, in 1
z
Rp). The results in this paper can
be extended to non-strictly proper controllers but more complicated
formulas would result.
1 2
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Fig. 2. The strictly proper N -step delay information pattern can be
visualized as a two-node graph. The delay-1 self-loops specify computational
delays of 1 at each node, while the delay-N edges specify communication
delays. Self-loops are drawn as dashed arrows to distinguish them as denoting
computational delays.
C. Communication Delay Patterns
This subsection will discuss how (2) can be used to model delay
patterns that arise from strongly connected graphs. As an example,
consider an N -step delayed information pattern, represented by (2)
with Y corresponding to block diagonal FIR matrices
Y =
N⊕
i=1
1
zi
[
Rp21×q21 0
0 Rp22×q22
]
.
The corresponding graph is given in Figure 2. It was shown in [21]
that the separation principle conjectured in [22] fails when N ≥
2, and appropriate sufficient statistics were given in [14], [23]. The
special case of N = 1 was solved explicitly in [5]–[7].
More generally, assume that communication between the controller
subsystems is specified by a strongly-connected graph (V,E) with
self-loops at each node. Computational delays are specified by
positive integers on the self-loops, while communication delays are
represented by non-negative integers on the edges between distinct
nodes. Requiring positive computational delays ensures that the
controller is strictly proper.
A constraint space of the form (2) can be constructed as follows.
For nodes i and j let ci be the computational delay at node i and
let d˜ij be the sum of communication delays along the directed path
with shortest aggregate delay. Let the delay matrix, d, be the matrix
with entries dij = ci + d˜ij . In the N -step delay example, the delay
matrix is given by d =
[
1 N + 1
N + 1 1
]
.
Let N = max{dij : i, j ∈ V } − 1.1 The corresponding constraint
space is defined by
S =

1
zd11
Rp · · · 1
z
d1|V |Rp
...
...
1
z
d|V |1Rp · · · 1z|V ||V |Rp
 .
Thus, the S can be decomposed as in (2) by defining
Y =
N⊕
k=1
1
zk

Y11k · · · Y1|V |k
...
...
Y |V |1k · · · Y |V ||V |k

where Yijk =
{
Rp2i×q2j if dij ≤ k
0 if dij > k.
Let the blocks of G22 satisfy (G22)ij ∈ 1zpij Rp. It was shown in
[24] that S defined above is quadratically invariant with respect to
G22 if and only if
dki + pij + djl ≥ dkl for all i, j, k, l.
This constraint guarantees that signals travel through the controller
network at least as fast as through the plant.
1Using this convention, all measurements, yj(t), are available to all
controllers by time t+N + 1.
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Fig. 3. The network graph for the three-player chain. The self-loops specify
computational delays, while solid edges specify communication delays.
As another example, consider the strictly proper version of the
three-player chain problem discussed in [15], [25]. The graph de-
scribing the delays is given in Figure 3, leading to a delay matrix
and FIR constraint space
d =
1 2 32 1 2
3 2 1
 and Y = 1
z
∗ 0 00 ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
⊕ 1
z2
∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
 ,
(4)
respectively. For compactness, ∗ is used to denote a space of
appropriately sized real matrices.
III. DECENTRALIZED STABILIZATION
This section parametrizes the set of controllers K ∈ S which
internally stabilize the plant G. The parametrization naturally leads
to a convex model matching formulation of H2 problem. In analogy
with results on sparse transfer matrices [1], the parametrization is
based on quadratic invariance and the classical Youla parametrization.
A. All Stabilizing Decentralized Controllers
A collection of stable transfer matrices, Mˆ , Nˆ , Xˆ , Yˆ , M˜ , N˜ ,
X˜ , and Y˜ , defines a doubly-coprime factorization of G22 if G22 =
NˆMˆ−1 = M˜−1N˜ and[
X˜ −Y˜
−N˜ M˜
] [
Mˆ Yˆ
Nˆ Xˆ
]
= I. (5)
As long as (A,B2, C2) is stabilizable and detectable, there are
numerous ways to construct a doubly coprime factorization of G22.
The following theorem is well known [26].
Theorem 1: Assume that G22 has a double doubly-coprime fac-
torization of the form in (5). A controller K ∈ Rp internally stabilizes
G if and only if there is a transfer matrix Q ∈ RH∞ such that
K = (Yˆ − MˆQ)(Xˆ − NˆQ)−1 = (X˜ −QN˜)−1(Y˜ −QM˜). (6)
From [2], if G22 is quadratically invariant under S, then K ∈ S
if and only if K(I − G22K)−1 ∈ S. As in [1], a straightforward
calculation shows that
K(I −G22K)−1 = (Yˆ − MˆQ)M˜, (7)
and thus K ∈ S ⇐⇒ (Yˆ − MˆQ)M˜ ∈ S.
Based on (1), Q ∈ RH2 = RH∞ can be decomposed uniquely
as Q = U +V with U ∈ 1
zN+1
RH2 and V ∈ Xp. Recalling (2) and
noting that MˆUM˜ ∈ 1
zN+1
H2 implies that
(Yˆ − MˆQ)M˜ ∈ S ⇐⇒ PXp((Yˆ − MˆQ)M˜) ∈ Y
⇐⇒ PXp((Yˆ − MˆV )M˜) ∈ Y.
Thus, the following characterization of all stabilizing decentralized
controllers holds.
Theorem 2: A controller K ∈ S internally stabilizes G22 if and
only if there are transfer matrices U ∈ 1
zN+1
RH∞ and V ∈ RXp
such that K = (Yˆ − Mˆ(U + V ))(Xˆ − Nˆ(U + V ))−1 and
PXp
(
(Yˆ − MˆV )M˜
)
∈ Y. (8)
Note that (8) reduces to a finite-dimensional linear constraint on
the FIR term, V ∈ RXp. The other term, U , is delayed, but otherwise
unconstrained.
B. Model Matching
Given a doubly-coprime factorization, (7) implies that the closed-
loop transfer matrix is given by
G11 +G12K(I −G22K)−1G21 = P11 + P12QP21,
where
P11 = G11 +G12Yˆ M˜G21
P12 = −G12Mˆ (9)
P21 = M˜G21.
Using the decomposition Q = U + V , with V ∈ RXp and U ∈
1
zN+1
RH2, the decentralized H2 problem, (3), is equivalent to the
following model matching problem:
minU,V ‖P11 + P12(U + V )P21‖2H2
s.t. U ∈ 1
zN+1
RH2, V ∈ RXp
PX
(
(Yˆ − MˆV )M˜
)
∈ Y.
(10)
IV. RESULTS
This section gives the main result of the paper, a reduction of
the decentralized control problem, (3), to a quadratic program. A
vectorization method for computing the optimal solution is also given.
A. Quadratic Programming Formulation
In the previous section, it was shown that the decentralized
feedback problem is equivalent to a model matching problem, (10).
It will be shown that for a special doubly-coprime factorization, the
model matching problem reduces to a quadratic program.
Let X and Y be the stabilizing solutions of the Riccati equations
associated with the linear quadratic regulator and Kalman filter,
respectively:
X = CT1C1 +A
TXA−ATXB2(I +BT2XB2)−1BT2XA (11)
Y = B1B
T
1 +AY A
T −AY CT2 (I + C2Y CT2 )−1C2Y AT. (12)
Define Ω = I +BT2XB2 and Ψ = I +C2Y CT2 . The corresponding
gains are given by
K = −Ω−1BT2XA (13)
L = −AY CT2 Ψ−1. (14)
Furthermore, A+B2K and A+ LC2 are stable.
It is well known (e.g. [26]) that a doubly-coprime factorization of
G22 is given by[
Mˆ Yˆ
Nˆ Xˆ
]
=
 A+B2K B2 −LK I 0
C2 0 I
 ,
[
X˜ −Y˜
−N˜ M˜
]
=
 A+ LC2 B2 −L−K I 0
−C2 0 I
 .
(15)
The following theorem is the main result of the paper.
4Theorem 3: Consider the doubly-coprime factorization of G22
defined by (15). The optimal solution to the decentralizedH2 problem
defined by (3) is given by
K∗ = (Yˆ − MˆV ∗)(Xˆ − NˆV ∗)−1,
where V ∗ is the unique optimal solution to the quadratic program
minV ∈RX ‖Ω1/2VΨ1/2‖2H2
s.t. PX
(
(Yˆ − MˆV )M˜
)
∈ Y. (16)
Furthermore, the optimal cost is given by ‖P11‖2H2 +
‖Ω1/2V ∗Ψ1/2‖2H2 .
Proof: For the doubly-coprime factorization given by (15) the
model matching matrices, (9), have state space realizations given by
P11 =
 A+B2K −B2K B10 A+ LC2 B1 + LD21
C1 +D12K −D12K 0

P12 = −
[
A+B2K B2
C1 +D12K D12
]
(17)
P21 =
[
A+ LC2 B1 + LD21
C2 D21
]
.
Note that since Y ⊂ RX , Yˆ is strictly proper, and Mˆ , M˜ have
identity feed-through terms, the constraint in (8) implies that V ∈
RX .
For a fixed V ∈ RX , the optimal U ∈ 1
zN+1
RH2 is found by
solving
min
U∈ 1
zN+1
RH2
‖P11 + P12V P21 + P12UP21‖2H2 .
A necessary condition for U to be optimal, given V , is
P∼12P11P
∼
21+P
∼
12P12V P21P
∼
21+P
∼
12P12UP21P
∼
21 ∈
(
1
zN+1
H2
)⊥
.
Lemma A.2 implies that P∼12P12 = Ω, P21P∼21 = Ψ, and
P 1
z
H2 (P
∼
12P11P
∼
21) = 0. Thus, the optimality condition becomes
P∼12P11P
∼
21 + ΩVΨ + ΩUΨ ∈
(
1
zN+1
H2
)⊥
.
Furthermore, U must satisfy
U = −P 1
zN+1
H2
(
Ω−1P∼12P11P
∼
21Ψ
−1 + V
)
= 0.
Thus, the optimal U is 0 for any V ∈ RX .
Plugging V into the cost of (10) and applying Lemma A.2 gives
‖P11 + P12V P21‖2H2
= ‖P11‖2H2 + ‖P12V P21‖2H2 + 2〈P11, P12V P21〉
= ‖P11‖2H2 + ‖Ω1/2VΨ1/2‖2H2 .
Thus, Theorem 2 and the model matching formulation, (10), imply
that the optimal V must solve (16). Note that
‖Ω1/2VΨ1/2‖2H2 =
N∑
i=1
Tr(ΩViΨV
T
i )
is a positive definite quadratic function of V , while the constraint is
linear. Thus (16) is a quadratic program and it must have a unique
optimal solution.
For completeness, a state-space realization will be given for K of
the form K = (Yˆ − MˆV )(Xˆ − NˆV )−1 with V ∈ RX . Note that
V has a realization
V =

0q2×q2 Iq2
Iq2 0q2×q2 0
. . .
. . .
...
Iq2 0q2×q2 0q2×q2
V1 V2 · · · VN 0p2×q2

=:
[
AV BV
CV 0
]
.
Standard state-space manipulations show that
K =
 A+B2K + LC2 B2CV −LBV C2 AV −BV
K CV 0
 . (18)
Thus, K has a state-space realization of order n+ q2N . If N is the
smallest integer such that a decomposition of the form (2) holds, then
K must have entries in 1
zN+1
Rp. In this case, any minimal realization
must have order at least N . Thus, the order of the realization in (18)
is within a constant factor of the minimal realization order.
B. Vectorization
In this subsection, the quadratic program of Theorem 3 will be
cast as a finite-horizon state-feedback problem using vectorization
techniques. The vectorization approach is similar to method used in
[8].
First, by defining R = Ψ ⊗ Ω, the vectorized form of the cost
function becomes
‖Ω1/2VΨ1/2‖2H2 =
N∑
i=1
Tr(ΩViΨV
T
i ) =
N∑
i=1
vec(Vi)
TRvec(Vi).
(19)
Define the FIR transfer matrix J = PX ((−Yˆ + MˆV )M˜). If Y
is defined by (2), then the model matching constraint of (10) is
equivalent to Ji ∈ Yi. The vectorized form of J is computed from
vec(−Yˆ M˜ + MˆV M˜) = −vec(Yˆ M˜) + (M˜T ⊗ Mˆ)vec(V ).
By Lemma A.3 in the appendix, the terms of Ji can be computed
by the recursion
xi+1 = Avxi +Bvvec(Vi), x1 =
[
vec(L)
0np2×1
]
(20)
vec(Ji) = Cvxi + vec(Vi),
where[
Av Bv
Cv Dv
]
=
 Iq2 ⊗ (A+B2K) 0nq2×np2 Iq2 ⊗B2CT2 ⊗K (A+ LC2)T ⊗ Ip2 CT2 ⊗ Ip2
Iq2 ⊗K LT ⊗ Ip2 Ip2q2
 .
Now let Ei and Fi be matrices with columns that form orthonormal
bases of vec(Yi) and vec(Y⊥i ), respectively. The term vec(Vi) can
then be decomposed as
vec(Vi) = Eiui + Fiu
⊥
i ,
for some vectors ui and u⊥i .
Using (20), the constraint that Ji ∈ Yi can be equivalently cast as
FTi (Cvxi + vec(Vi)) = F
T
i Cvxi + u
⊥
i = 0. (21)
5Plugging (21) into the cost (19) and the recursion (20) leads to the
following optimal control problem:
minu
∑N
i=1
[
xTi u
T
i
] [CTi
DTi
] [
Ci Di
] [xi
ui
]
s.t. xi+1 = Aixi +Biui, x1 =
[
vec(L)
0np1×1
]
,
(22)
where the time-varying matrices are given by2[
Ai Bi
Ci Di
]
=
[
Av −BvFiFTi Cv BvEi
−R1/2FiFTi Cv R1/2Ei
]
.
As is standard, [27], the optimal controller can be computed as
ui = Kixi, where
Ki = −(Ri +BTi Xi+1Bi)−1(BTi Xi+1Ai +DTi Ci)
and Xi is computed from backward recursion with XN+1 = 0 and
Xi = Qi +A
T
iXi+1Ai
− (ATiXi+1Bi + Si)(Ri +BTi Xi+1Bi)−1(BTi Xi+1Ai + STi ).
Furthermore, the optimal cost is given by xT1X1x1. The next theorem
follows immediately from Theorem 3 and the preceding discussion.
Theorem 4: The optimal V is computed as
xi+1 = (Ai +BiKi)xi, x1 =
[
vec(L)
0np1×1
]
,
vec(Vi) = (EiKi − FiFTi Cv)xi.
Furthermore, the decentralized H2 problem of (3) has optimal value
‖P11‖2 + xT1X1x1.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section gives some numerical examples of optimal controllers
computed using the vectorization method of the previous section.3
A. The Chain Problem
Recall the three-player chain structure from Figure 3 with con-
straint specified by (4). Consider the plant with
A =
1.5 1 01 1.5 1
0 1 1.5
 , B = CT = [ I3×3 03×3 I3×3 ] ,
D21 = D
T
12 =
[
03×3 I3×3
]
For comparison purposes, the optimal H2 norm was computed
using model matching from this paper and the LMI method of [3],
[4]. In both cases the norm was found to be 34.9304. In contrast, the
centralized controller gives a norm of 24.236.
B. Increasing Delays
Consider the plant defined by
G =

[
0.9 0
0 1.1
]
12×1 02×2 0.1I2×2
11×2 01×1 01×2 01×2
02×2 02×2 02×2 I2×2
.1I2×2 02×1 I2×2 02×2
 ,
where 1p×q is the p× q matrix of ones.
2 This definition is a slight abuse of notation, since Bi here are distinct
from the original input matrices B1 and B2, etc. Similarly for Ci are distinct
from the original output matrices.
3 Code for these examples is available at http://www.ece.umn.edu/
∼alampers/code/decH2.php
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Fig. 4. This plot shows the closed-loop norm for KNTri, KNDi, and KNLow.
For a given N , the controllers with fewer sparsity constraints give rise to
lower norms. As N increases, all of the norms increase monotonically since
the controllers have access to less information. The dotted lines correspond
to the optimal norms for sparsity structures given in (23).
For N ≥ 1, let KNTri, KNDi, and KNLow solve the decentralized H2
problem, (3), with constraints defined by
YNTri =
⊕N
i=1
1
zi
[
R 0
R R
]
, YNDi =
⊕N
i=1
1
zi
[
R 0
0 R
]
,
YNLow =
⊕N
i=1
1
zi
[
0 0
0 R
]
.
The resulting norms are plotted in Figure 4.
In this example, as N increases, the norms approach the optimal
values given by the sparse controllers:
K∞Tri ∈
[
1
z
Rp 0
1
z
Rp 1zRp
]
, K∞Di ∈
[
1
z
Rp 0
0 1
z
Rp
]
K∞Low ∈
[
0 0
0 1
z
Rp
]
,
(23)
computed by the vectorization technique from [2]. Formally compar-
ing the delayed solution to the sparse solution would be an interesting
direction for future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper derives a novel solution for a class of output feedback
H2 control problems with quadratically invariant communication
delay patterns. First, all stabilizing decentralized controllers are
characterized via doubly-coprime factorization. Then, by a standard
change of variables, the H2 problem is cast as a convex model
matching problem. The main theorem shows that for a doubly-
coprime factorization based on the LQR and Kalman filter gains, the
model matching problem reduces to a quadratic program. A solution
to the quadratic program based on vectorization is also presented.
The work in this paper has already been extended in [28], which
builds on [29], [30], and uses the quadratic program in order to design
communication structures for control via convex optimization.
Many open problems remain for optimal control with quadratically
invariant delay constraints. One limitation of the current work is that
the solution is less explicit than those available for state feedback
[11], [12] or special cases of output feedback [5]–[8], [20]. It is hoped
that the method in this paper can be utilized to derive more general
explicit solutions. Furthermore, work is needed to understand how the
controllers in this paper could be realized [31], [32] and computed
[33] in a distributed fashion.
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APPENDIX
This appendix collects state-space formulas that are useful for
deriving the results in the paper. For compactness, the proofs are
omitted or sketched.
Lemma A.1: Let G and H be real rational transfer matrices given
by
G =
[
AG BG
CG DG
]
and H =
[
AH BH
CH DH
]
such that AG and AH are stable matrices and G∼H is well defined.
Let Γ satisfy the following Lyapunov equation: Γ = ATGΓAH +
CTGCH . Then the following equation holds
G∼H =
[
AH BH
BTGΓAH +D
T
GCH D
T
GDH +B
T
GΓBH
]
+
[
AG BG
BTHΓ
TAG +D
T
HCG 0
]∼
.
The following lemma is proved using Lemma A.1 and its conju-
gated version.
Lemma A.2: Let P11, P12, and P21 be defined as in (17). The
following equations hold:
P∼12P12 = Ω, P21P
∼
21 = Ψ, P 1
z
H2(P
∼
12P11P
∼
21) = 0.
Lemma A.3: For Yˆ , Mˆ , and M˜ defined as in (15), the following
equation holds. [−vec(Yˆ M˜) M˜T ⊗ Mˆ] = Iq2 ⊗ (A+B2K) 0nq2×np2 vec(L) Iq2 ⊗B2CT2 ⊗K (A+ LC2)T ⊗ Ip2 0np2×1 CT2 ⊗ Ip2
Iq2 ⊗K LT ⊗ Ip2 0p2q2×1 Ip2q2
 .
Proof: For more compact notation, let AK = A + B2K and
AL = A+LC2. The Kronecker product M˜T ⊗ Mˆ is computed as:
M˜T ⊗ Mˆ = (M˜T ⊗ Ip2)(Iq2 ⊗ Mˆ)
=
[
ATL ⊗ Ip2 CT2 ⊗ Ip2
LT ⊗ Ip2 Iq2 ⊗ Ip2
] [
Iq2 ⊗AK Iq2 ⊗B2
Iq2 ⊗K Iq2 ⊗ Ip2
]
.
Computing −vec(Yˆ M˜) is similar after noting that −vec(Yˆ M˜) =(
M˜T ⊗
[
AK In
K 0p2×n
])
vec(L).
